MASTER CLASS RESULTS

TRAINER: Konstantin Mulyarchik, Belarusian State University, Minsk
COURSE TITLE: Digital learning environment of self-paced learning based on Agile approach and
usage of online/ICT technologies
DATE AND TIME: SEPTEMBER 8, 9:00AM, 11:00FM (CET/Brussels time)

1. Participants’ statistics:
Session
Total registered
9 AM
65
11 AM
35

Approved
31
30

Participated
13
8

2. Summarized feedback:
SECTION-1. OBJECTIVES & QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION
According to the answers, the participants of both sessions had mostly the highest positive
impression on the objectives, appropriate content, interaction, and communication (the majority
of the marks had “5”).
It must be mentioned that all the participants of the second session had unanimously given the
highest mark to question “The training was supported by adequate digital tools and learning
materials.” Indeed, the idea was to present the real practical instruments and demonstrate their
real world usage for the real course. However, the least highest marks received the question “I
acquired new skills on the usage of online teaching tools and methods.” which can be easily
explained from the comments that some of the participants are already acquainted with the tools
mentioned during the session or it is very little time of the session to be able to apply it in practice,
but still they’ve mentioned they saw a new way to use these tools.
SECTION-2. SATISFACTION
According to the answers, the participants of both sessions are mostly satisfied with the session,
and marked high degree to the recommendation of this masterclass to other teachers.

In the comments session the participants mentioned the sessions as giving useful information
and examples, very interesting and applicable, well prepared instructor, cool online tools and
also that the seminar was really encouraging!
Additionally it is appropriate to quote one participant’s comment as it is in the form:
“The content of the masterclass was very useful and needed. Some of the demonstrated tools
were new and the presentation provided was convincing and informative. However, considering
the novelty of the tools, the time allocated for the masterclass was not enough to acquire at least
some skill of using them. The time shortage also affected the participants - they only listened and
did not ask questions. Anyway, the information and linlks the trainer shared, I will explore further,
practise, and definitely integrate in my teacing practice. Thank you!”

Personally, to me seminars were great, participants were active, showed their interest and
digested everything I was showing with interest. To me this is a great opportunity to share the
real world experience among teachers. Concerning the short time frame complain, my opinion is
that we shall conduct such master classes more often and on a regular basis, maybe to create a
kind of community, use VATL to support this process.

